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While you entered the WT hotel restaurant you’ll bring into the place where you can dream, placed at the last floor of the
building this restaurant especially designed as a forest hovered between reality and imagination. The main characteristic of this
restaurant interior is big tables with a tribal shape surround the illuminated three in a gesture of gathering around the source
of light and warmness. Look very luxurious although it was decorate using minimalist concept.
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Here’s a bedroom suite located in WT Hotel, this room especially designed with clean and essential lines as well as smooth,
warm and natural surface to offers maximum comfort ability for the guests. The main interior color is white its look neutral
and could create a beautiful relaxing space. The textile of the walls light up, showing a lightening design of a forest. The closet
lightens up with its opening, emphasizing thus the engraved decoration in the interior corian surface. Once the doors close,
the curved surfaces return to be white and neutral. Personally I like the bed design it’s just simple but look so beautiful and
futuristic.
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When you enter the WT Hotel restaurant, you will be brought in the place where you can dream. The
restaurant is designed like a forest which was hovering last floor of the hotel. The restaurant has large
tables that were installed in the following round by the chairs and furniture around her. Warm illumination
makes this restaurant looks very luxurious, although it was decorate using minimalist concept.
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